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Abstract:- The aptitude to timely predict the academic
performance propensity of engineering graduate students is
very important and useful for tutors and their placements. As
big data is the hottest trend in the tech industry at the moment,
machine learning is incredibly powerful to make predictions or
calculated suggestions based on large amounts of data. The
scope of this research is to explore which is the most competent
rfid with machine learning, in predicting the final grade of the
students. Consequently, five academic courses are chosen, each
constituting an individual dataset, two
well-known
classification( k-nearest neighbourhood (knn), and decisionthen
different prediction model such as linear regression, k-nearest
neighbourhood (knn), decision tree are experimented with. Knn
achieved the best prediction results, which are very satisfactory
compared to those of similar approaches.
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•

SUPERVISED LEARNING:
Where a property (label) is available for a certain
dataset (training set), but is missing and needs to
be predicted for other instances.

•

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING:
Where the challenge is to discover implicit
relationships in a given unlabeled dataset (items
are not pre-assigned).

•

REINFORCEMENT LEARNING:
Falls between these 2 extremes — there is some
form of feedback available for each predictive step
or action, but no precise label or error message.
Our research problem falls under
supervised learning category.

I.INTRODUCTION
1.1PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS:
It is about predicting future outcome based on analyzing data
collected previously. It includes two phases:
•
•

1.4 K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS:
The training process involves memorizing all the training
data. To predict a new data point, we found the closest k (a
tunable parameter) neighbors from the training set and let
them vote for the final prediction.

TRAINING PHASE: learn a model from
training data
PREDICTING PHASE: use the model
to predict the unknown or future outcome

1.2 PREDICTIVE MODELS:
Many predictive models are there, each based on a set of
different assumptions regarding the underlying distribution
of data. Two general types of problems have discussed here.
• CLASSIFICATION : about predicting a category
(a value that is discrete, finite with no ordering implied)
• REGRESSION: about predicting a numeric
quantity (a value that’s continuous and infinite with
ordering).
1.3 MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS:
ML can play a key role in a wide range of critical
applications, such as data mining, natural language
processing, image recognition, and expert systems. Ml
provides potential solutions in all these domains and more,
and is set to be a pillar of our future civilization. It can be
divided into 3 broad categories .
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Fig:1 k(3) – neighbors
To determine the “nearest neighbors,” a distance
function needs to be defined (e.g., a euclidean distance
function is a common one for numeric input variables). The
voting can also be weighted among the k-neighbors based on
their distance from the new data point. Here is the r code
using k-nearest neighbor for classification.
The strength of k-nearest neighbor is its simplicity. No
model needs to be trained. Incremental learning is automatic
when more data arrives (and old data can be deleted as well).
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The weakness of knn, however, is that it doesn’t handle high
numbers of dimensions well.
Choosing a suitable k is both an art and a science. Both low
and high values of k have their own advantages. However,
the optimal value of k largely depends on the data in the
training setas shown in fig :1.
1.5 DECISION TREES:
Mostly used in classification problems, that is problems and
works for both categorical and continuous input and output
variables, with a predefined target variable. Decision trees
learn and train themselves from given examples and predict
for unseen circumstances by practical methods for inductive
inference (inductive inference is the process of reaching a
general conclusion from specific examples) as shown in fig:2
& fig :3 and it is widely used.

FIG: 4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT
For authentication, rfids are used, each student has a
unique rfid, and their marks and other academic details
are linked through raspberry –pi . This is shown in the
fig:5
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Fig:5hardware model development

For classification and prediction problem machine
learning algorithm such as knn, decision tree are written
in the python language and loaded in raspberry –pi . The
process flow is shown in fig :6

Fig:3flow diagram of decision trees

II MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In this paper, both authendication, classification and
prediction problem has taken by the authors. The students
examination data set of single academic course is used for
this purpose. The structure of model development is shown
in fig:4
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attendance as x7, one regular /lateral as x8, one internal
x9, one external x10 ”represents the attributes or the
independent variables and final decision (y) represents
the target variables or the dependent variable. Its
implementation in python, the multi-learn library
provides the relation between x and y.
IV RESULTS& DISCUSSION
Regression machine learning systems as ‘student final
mark prediction’, the input csv file(dataset.csv)of 500
students mark statements of multiple academic course.
Out of which 385 samples have training data and 115
samples have testing data. Then the model is
implemented and the predicted results are shown
infig:7& fig:8
V. CONCLUSION

Fig:6process flow of model development

Consequently, five academic courses are chosen, each
constituting an individual dataset, two well-known
classification ( k-nearest neighbour
Hood (knn), then three different prediction model such
as linear regression, k-nearest neighbourhood (knn),
decision tree are experimented with. Furthermore, the
datasets are enriched with demographic and in-term
performance. The imbalance in the distribution of class
values and less.

Step:1analyze and realize the data set.
STEP: 2 develop predicting modeling approach to
provide schedule and cost measure during program
execution phase.
STEP: 3 develop preliminary models using appropriate
algorithm and mining existing data set.
III IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 MODULE: 1
Classification machine learning systems as ‘student
success rate’ (ie. Whether the student has pass or fail in
their final exam). Systems where we seek a yes-or-no
prediction and the option will be pass or fail. Each
instance can be assigned with multiple categories, so
these types of problems are known as ‘multi-label
classification’ problem, since we have a set of target
labels as pass or fail.
3.2MODULE:2- PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION:
To transform our multi-label problem into single-label
problem(s).this is the simplest technique, which
basically treats each label as a separate single class
classification problem.
The data set size of 395 samples are used , out of which
300 samples have taken for training and 95 samples
have taken for testing, and success rates had predicted
as pass/ fail. Here, where x is the independent feature
and y’s are the target variable. ‘x’ has three continuous
internal assessment marks (t1-1,t-2,t-3) as x1,x2,x3
,three assignments marks (a-1,a-2,a-3) as x4,x5,x6,one
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Fig:8 predicted results for test :2
In-class behaviour features are the main research
challenges in our present research work. Several
techniques, like resampling, feature selection, and
margin selection are employed to address these issues.
Knn and decision tree are achieved the best prediction
results, which are very satisfactory compared to those of
similar approaches.
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